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Jones Newswires throughout the day. 
  1519 ET - A winter storm that passed through the Midwest this weekend put
pressure on CME lean-hog futures today, with the most active contract closing
down 1.4% to 85.05 cents a pound. Markets appeared to mostly focus on the
effect of the winter storm over the weekend, Steiner Consulting says in a note.
"In the near term market participants seem to be more focused on the day to day
trading in the spot meat/livestock markets, and short term impact from weather
events," the firm says. Live-cattle futures fall 0.3% to $1.65325.
(kirk.maltais@wsj.com; @kirkmaltais) 
  1453 ET - Natural gas prices continue a multi-day rebound, ending the
session up 7.2% at $2.731/mmBtu. "Ever since testing the $2.00 level in prompt
month last week (when March'23 was still prompt month), buyers have not been
shy to step in," says NatGasWeather.com in a research note. "This has likely
been due to three of the last four EIA numbers missing to the bullish side,
overall, as well as the colder shift in the weather pattern as we head into the
month of March." (dan.molinski@wsj.com) 
  1445 ET - US crude prices finish 0.8% lower at $75.68 a barrel after a pair
of economic reports that pointed to continued weakness in the US manufacturing
sector. A monthly report from the Commerce Department showed US durable goods
orders declined 4.5% last month, driven mostly by the transportation sector and
particularly nondefense aircraft orders. Also, the Dallas Fed said a monthly
survey of its manufacturing sector showed factory activity declined in February
for the first time since May 2020. Investors now will turn to weekly reports on
US oil inventories, first from trade group API tomorrow afternoon, followed by
official EIA data Wednesday. (dan.molinski@wsj.com) 
  1420 ET - Grain futures on the CBOT traded lower for the majority of
Monday's session, but grain traders say that futures may turn higher in the
short-term -- although unlikely to regain recent highs seen earlier this month.
"Longer term price tops are in place for corn, wheat, and soybean futures,"
says AgResource in a note, with the firm calling futures currently "oversold."
"Choppiness could follow as the world grain market waits to see if the Black
Sea Grain Export Corridor Deal is extended." Late in trading, wheat futures are
leading row crops down, with the most-active contract down 1.7%, while corn is
down 0.9% and soybeans are down 0.4%. (kirk.maltais@wsj.com; @kirkmaltais) 
  1238 ET - While much of grain traders' focus is on the upcoming
renegotiation of the Black Sea Grain Initiative, a winter storm that crossed
through the Midwest over the weekend also provided pressure on wheat futures
today, with the most active contract on the CBOT down 1.7%. "Several large snow



falls in the Upper Midwest, Great Lakes region (and California), may prove t
be well-timed, given the potential to alleviate drought conditions as Spring
planting season approaches," says Ken Zuckerberg of CoBank in a note. Corn and
soybeans are also down, with most active corn off 0.6% and soybeans 0.5% lower.
(kirk.maltais@wsj.com; @kirkmaltais) 
  1117 ET - Global miners are confident the Inflation Reduction Act will drive
up metals demand and are doing deals that target the supply shortfall. BHP
Group is close to completing its biggest acquisition since 2011 with the
more-than $6B bid for copper-and-gold miner OZ Minerals. Two months ago, Rio
Tinto PLC bought out minority shareholders in Canada-listed Turquoise Hill
Resources in a $3.1B deal to get more exposure to a giant copper deposit in
Mongolia. The pivot partly reflects expectations within the mining industry
that existing operations aren't producing enough copper, nickel and other
commodities vital to the energy transition, including a rapid take-up of
electric vehicles. It also highlights that miners are too reliant on
commodities such as iron ore and coal, which won't experience the same increase
in demand as the world decarbonizes. (patrick.sheridan@wsj.com) 
  1111 ET - Cleveland-Cliffs hikes prices for hot-rolled, cold-rolled and
coated steel products 47% from mid-December, to a minimum of $1,100 a net ton.
The steelmaker is increasing prices on expectations of higher sales volumes for
the auto industry, which in 2022 posted its worst year in more than a decade.
Cleveland-Cliffs' repeated rate increases, including today's, come as US
Midwest Domestic Hot-Rolled Coil Steel Index futures notch their best five-day
stretch in almost a year--up more than 16% over five days, and 40% year to
date, to $1,043. In 2022, Cleveland-Cliffs' average selling price for steel
increased by almost $200 a ton, which it said was one of the biggest
contributors to record revenue. In 2023, it expects expenses to fall. Shares
rise 4.4% to $20.59. (emon.reiser@wsj.com; @emonreiser) 
  1102 ET - Barry Callebaut could lower its fiscal 2023 guidance when it posts
first-half results on April 5, as the company's volume growth target looks like
a miss, Citi analyst Lauren Molyneux writes. The Belgian-Swiss chocolate maker
is aiming for average volume growth of 5%-7% in fiscal 2021-23, while Citi is
expecting 4% and consensus estimates are at 4.6%, Molyneux says. Citi cuts its
earnings per share forecast by around 3% on average over fiscal 2023-25. "Our
lower estimates are driven mainly by volume deleverage [...] based on North
America destocking headwinds, Europe underlying market weakness, and an
inability to fully recover factory-related lost gourmet and specialties volumes
due to seasonal factors," Citi says. Citi has a buy rating and a CHF2,400 price
target on the company. (christian.moess@wsj.com) 
  1047 ET - US crude-oil prices are extending earlier declines, recently down
0.8% at $75.72 a barrel after a January report on US durable goods didn't pain



the rosiest of pictures for industrial activity, or more specifically the
transportation sector, which accounts for two-thirds of all oil demand. The
Commerce Department report showed an overall 4.5% month-on-month decline in new
durable-goods orders, but a 13.3% drop in new transportation equipment orders.
That was due mostly to volatile nondefense aircraft and parts orders, but
less-volatile motor vehicles and parts orders stayed sluggish, showing a paltry
0.2% increase in January after a 0.6% rise in December and no growth in
November. (dan.molinski@wsj.com) 
  1016 ET - The disconnect between spending and production gains in the
fracking business makes for a murky outlook for oil and gas producers in 2023.
EOG Resources said it would spend about $1.4B more than last year, but that its
oil production would rise by only about 3% in 2023. Pioneer Natural Resources
said it would augment its budget by nearly $1B, but its production would
increase by less than 7% from 2022. Companies attribute ballooning budgets to
inflation, which raises the cost of labor and materials by around 20%, as well
as to one-time items, such as well maintenance. But, drillers are also warning
they will have to spend more to extract the same volumes of hydrocarbons, in
part because shale fields from North Dakota to Texas, the oil basket of
America, are maturing. (patrick.sheridan@wsj.com) 
  1011 ET - CME live cattle futures are virtually unchanged in early trading,
following the USDA's monthly Cattle on Feed report that was released on Friday.
The report fell generally within analyst expectations, with total supplies of
cattle on feedlots at 11.7 million head, down 4% from a year ago. The decrease
in cattle on feedlots comes amid other conflicting marketing dynamics. "Box
beef [is trading] at a 6 month high, while freezer stocks are record large,"
says John Payne of Hedgepoint Global in a note. Meanwhile, lean hog futures are
down 0.8% early in the trading session. (kirk.maltais@wsj.com; @kirkmaltais) 
  0958 ET - Wheat futures on the CBOT are down 0.4% in early trading, with
traders in general focusing on the status of the Black Sea Grain Initiative.
The export deal is due to expire March 19, and with increased aggression by
Russia in Ukraine amid the one-year anniversary of the conflict, some traders
are concerned that a nixed deal will strangle the flow of wheat out of the
region. However, Russian wheat exports have been aggressively priced, and many
traders believe that Russia's behavior doesn't preclude the deal being renewed
again. "Traders are expecting the Black Sea grain corridor deal to be
extended," says Terry Reilly of Futures International in a note.
(kirk.maltais@wsj.com; @kirkmaltais) 
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